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Scales and Chords
The sharp makes a note a semitone higher. The flat makes a note a semitone lower

Arrangement of Whole tones and Semitones for Major – Happy, Glorious
W W H W   W   W   H

C  D  E  F  G  A  B  C

Arrangement of Whole tones and Semitones for Natural Minor – Sad, Poignant
W  H    W   W    H    W    W

C   D  Eb F   G   Ab Bb C

The major and minor scales have all seven letter names in it (and tonic is repeated)
Major Tetrachord: First 4 notes of a major scale: C D E F (WWH)
2 major tetrachords separated by a whole tone make up a major scale



Scales and Chords: Transposable

Seven consecutive fifths on the circle of fifths rearranged from the tonic (second of the seven fifths)
The Circle of fifths

A fifth is an interval of seven semi-tones (7 half-tones)

The tonic is the first note of the scale
Number of sharps at the key signature
Number of flats at the key signature
Order of flats or sharps

Find the notes/pitches needed to create a D major scale (use tetrachords or circle of 5ths)
What major scale (tonic) contains the notes _________? 
E G A Bb C F D (put in order use permutation till you get WWHWWWH)

Pythagorean system of fifths, except 12 in a closed circle, instead of an infinity in a spiral   



Scales and Chords

CHORDS: 3 notes, 4 notes, or more 
A chord that has 3 notes is called a triad

Structure:
Root, third from the root, fifth from the root: Ex: A(root), C(third), E(fifth)
Thirds: can be major (4 semitones) or minor (3 semitones)
Fifths: Can be perfect (7 semitones), diminished (6 semitones), or augmented(8 semitones)

There are four kinds of triads: major, minor, augmented, diminished

Major: Root, Major 3d, perfect 5th (from root)
Minor: Root, minor 3d, perfect 5th (from root)
Augmented: Root, Major 3d, augmented 5th (from root)
Diminished: : Root, minor 3d, diminished 5th (from root)

Construct a minor triad from Bb
Construct a Major triad from F#
Construct an augmented triad from G
Construct a diminished triad from A

List the three minor triads that exist in the key of D major
List the three major triads that exist in the key of D major
Is there any augmented triad in G major?
Is there any diminished triad in G major

E minor, F# minor, B minor



Scales and Chords

TRIAD INVERSION: when the root of the triad is not in the bass (lowest pitch of chord) 
Root position: Root, 3rd,  5th   Example: D F A. (quality?)
First Inversion: The 3rd of the triad is in the bass Example: F A D (Interval between bass and fundamental is a 6th) 
Second Inversion: The 5th of the triad is in the bass Example: A D F(Interval between bass and fundamental is a 4th) 

Inversions do not change the quality of a chord.

The order of the upper two notes do not change the nature of the inversion: 
EX: GBE or GEB are still a first inversion of an E minor chord

What is the second inversion of a Bb major chord?
If the chord reads: G C E, what is the root (permutate the notes until you have a 3d from the bass and a 5th from the bass)
To calculate an music interval, count the number of letter names. Always include the first letter name:
G to C is a fourth because you counted G (1) A(2) B(3) C(4), therefore GCE is a second inversion of CEG. C is the root



Scales and Chords

Any major (or minor) scale has seven possible triads, based on the different degrees (notes) of the scale
These degrees have names (Tonic for 1st note), and Dominant (for 5th note)
We are simplifying by designating the chords from each scale degree by a roman numeral
Ex: Key of F
I      F (tonic)
II     G
III    A
IV   Bb
V    C. (Dominant)
VI   D
VII  E

Scale Degrees 

The dominant and tonic degrees are the most important scale degrees (and chords) in the scale







RELATIONS of Rhythmic Values















METERS and RHYTHMIC DURATIONS (Symbols)
Rhythmic symbols:

METRIC Representation:
Meter: regularly recurring patterns and accents such as bars/measures and beats

The quarter note serves as reference note for most simple meters. 
Pulse by quarter notes
Common Time signature is 4/4 (four quarters per measure)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bar_(music)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beat_(music)


METERS and RHYTHMIC DURATIONS (Symbols)



METERS and RHYTHMIC DURATIONS (Symbols)



METERS and RHYTHMIC DURATIONS (Symbols)
In a 2/4 time signature, the top number (2) 
means ________ and the bottom number 
means _________









 
 
 

Compound: Multiple of 3 starting at 6 (2X3) 
6/8,  9/8,  12/8 are the most frequent compound meters 

Eliane Aberdam
CONMPOUND METERS



Eliane Aberdam
Conducting pattern is 2 (but with subdivision in 3)





 



NOTATION SOFTWARE
Finale- https://www.finalemusic.com/products/notepad/

Noteflight - https://www.noteflight.com
MuseScore - https://musescore.org/en

MENU
Instrument Choice
Key signature
Time signature
Note and Rest input
Rhythm input
Lyrics input
Dynamics input
Articulations input
Continuous Data input
Editing: copying, pasting, cutting
Playback – MIDI & Sampled sounds 
Adding measures 

Inputting notes: pitch and rhythm

60 is middle C

BASED on MIDI: Acronym that stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface



MIDI
MIDI: Acronym that stands for Musical Instrument Digital Interface
MIDI is a technical standard that describes a communications protocol, digital interface, and electrical connectors that 
connect a wide variety of electronic musical instruments, computers, and related audio devices for playing, editing and 
recording music

NOT a waveform like an audio track.

• It’s a language that allows computers, musical instruments and other hardware to communicate. 
• A MIDI setup includes the interface, the language that MIDI data is transmitted in, and the hardware connections.
• Developed by Ikutaro Kakehashi (Roland) in 1980 
• Proposed the idea of a standard instrument language to the other major manufacturers, including Dave Smith 

Instruments and Moog, in 1981.
• Technical Grammy Award (for technological development) in 2013

MIDI sequence on piano 
roll appears as small 
colored rectangles



MIDI Notes and MIDI Events: Events from 1-127
When using a MIDI instrument, each time you press a key a MIDI note is created (sometimes called a MIDI event).
Each MIDI event carries instructions that determine:
Key ON and OFF: when the key is pressed/released
Pitches or notes played
Velocity: how fast and hard the key is pressed
Aftertouch: how hard the key is held down
Tempo (or BPM)
Panning
Modulations
Volume
MIDI also carries MIDI clock data between 2 or more instruments. This allows for perfect synchronization between your whole 
setup.
MIDI clock data is dependent on the tempo of your main device—usually the sequencer. So if you change your main tempo, 
MIDI ensures that your setup stays synced. It’s like a tiny digital band leader for all your gear!
MIDI Sequencers
The most common MIDI setup uses a sequencer as the main hub. Sequencers are used to record, edit, send and playback the 
MIDI data that makes up your project. They can be hardware like an Akai MPC or sound station, or a computer running a DAW 
sequencer or other sequencing program.
The sequencer is the hub for your track. It sends instructions to all the different parts of your setup, records your 
performance, and keeps track of your overall arrangement. MIDI is what makes it possible.
What MIDI Isn’t: MIDI does NOT transmit an actual audio signal.
MIDI is data. It’s a set of instructions that machines use to speak.
Sequencers record the data transmitted via MIDI. They DO NOT record the actual audio signal. 



MIDI In, MIDI Out, and MIDI Thru
Let’s go through each MIDI port type and talk about what they do.
MIDI OUT
The MIDI OUT transmits MIDI data from a device like a sequencer or a synthesizer to another source. 
If you’re using a DAW or sequencer to send information to outboard gear, then your sequencer’s MIDI OUT 
would go to the gear’s MIDI IN. 
Most times your sequencer or DAW is the only time you use the MIDI OUT. 
The rest of the instruments in your chain will use MIDI THRU or MIDI IN.

MIDI IN
The MIDI IN receives MIDI data from another source. 
The MIDI IN on your gear is used to receive instructions from your sequencer or another piece of hardware.

MIDI THRU
MIDI THRU duplicates the data coming to the MIDI IN port. 
This allows you to connect multiple devices without needing multiple ports on your sequencer or MIDI interface.
MIDI THRU allows you to connect all your gear together with one central sequencer. 
It’s called ‘Daisy Chaining.’



MIDI Channels: 16 channels is a good creative limitation to have.
MIDI data is transmitted on MIDI channels. This means you can sequence up to 16 different sounds from one 
instrument. as long as they’re on different channels.
Most MIDI instruments are capable of transmitting MIDI data on 16 different channels. 16 channels is a good creative 
limitation to have and should be more than enough.
Hot Tip: Don’t get confused with the MIDI TRACK number in your DAW. It’s easy to mix up the MIDI track number with 
the MIDI channel.

Setting the MIDI Channel
To communicate properly, your DAW or sequencer and your MIDI controller have to be set to the same MIDI channel.
Picture it like your gear phoning each other—they have to use the right number to get in touch!
Each sequencer, controller and instrument has its own process for setting the MIDI channel.
So check your manual for the details.

MIDI channels can be a bit confusing. So let me explain.
Say you want to make a lead part AND a bass line from the same synth. Your DAW or MIDI sequencer can record the 
MIDI notes of your lead line and your bass line from the same synth as long as each sound is assigned to a different 
channel.

If the channels are set properly, the bass line and lead will play as an entire composition when you play it back. You 
can repeat this process for all 16 possible channels and edit each layer independently.
Note: your synthesizer needs to be multitimbral in order to playback multiple sounds.
So arranging, editing, and playing back an entire track from one instrument is possible with the help of MIDI.

http://www.sweetwater.com/insync/multitimbral/

